approach: a therapist may retain a stance of "cultural ignorance." and minimize value attribution and a priori assumptions, even while being or becoming familiarized with their patients' given (micro and macro) culture. Further, he/she would be well served by following this both/and approach in any circumstance and with any family, regardless of cultural labels: each family is a culture-specific world, "culture" including not only ethnic/regional influences but a variety of factors, among which social class-informed distinctions, echoing Cecchin's (1987) recommendation for a stance of "curiosity" as well as Dyche and Zayas' (1995) praise of "naiveté" in clinical practice.
When tracking cultural variables as they impinge upon families, a particularly interesting natural experiment occurs during and following a migration, a process that frequently constitutes a paradigm of cultural transition, whether expected, predicted, wanted, or not by those exposed to it. While in could be said that, in the evolutionary cycle of a family, any family metaphorically migrates from stage to stage, the impact of a literal migration such as transitioning between countries with different embedded rules and expected behaviors is much more visible. The unavoidable struggle to retain cultural identity and sense of continuity while adapting to a new environment leads to pain, disorientation, and emotional overload, not infrequently translated into intra-familial conflicts, especially across generations, with youngsters representing the values of the new culture and older members the ones of the culture of origin (Sluzki, 1979 (Sluzki, , 1992 , also several contributors in Falicov, 1986.) According to the latest figures (Migration News, 2003) , 170 million persons worldwide can be labeled as immigrants. 3 . More specifically, in the United States, 36.4 million people, that is, a 10% of the total population, is foreign born (Migration News, 2000) . Each and all of these individuals have been exposed to the shock of the cultural transition and the tension between the assumptions, norms and mores of the country of origin and those of the country of option. And, while this crisis is normative, those conflicts acquire a specific, distinct face in each family's microcosm. The balance required to avoid falling in what has been called Type I and Type II errors (making generic the specific and viceversa) requires of the therapist both some knowledge of generic traits as well as enough caution and respect so as to assume his/her own cultural ignorance.
What follows is the transcription of an interview that I conducted recently in Belgium with a family that had emigrated from Morocco twelve years before. The interview took place as a consultation to a team of therapists of a family therapy center that serves families referred by the judicial system. I have chosen to present this clinical material as a platform to explore issues and dimensions discussed above.
The transcription of the interview is interspersed with comments. Questions that guided these comments include: (a) Haw can we navigate the fuzzy boundaries between the tangible and the phantasmagoric or imaginary world of this family, without misrepresenting my beliefs or values and at the same time without distorting the beliefs of the family, that is to say, without pretending that we are yielding to their beliefs but without imposing our own vision? (b) How can we incorporate ourselves into the themes of the family? In other words, how can we legitimize ourselves as a participant in the conversational process where the stories of the family are shared, without imposing, I hope, our own themes nor allowing ourselves to be absorbed by those family's themes, which ultimately would only hamper our clinical flexibility; (c) How can we destabilize some narratives associated to suffering and impasse, facilitating some possible changes in family beliefs and interactive styles, without disrupting their sense of identity? (d) How can we explore some of our own professional concerns without risking violating the family's view of themselves in the process? (e) How can we navigate without violence issues of gender? (This will become a particularly delicate theme given the dissonance among my cultural values and the ones of a family clearly rooted in North African/Muslim culture and practices); (f) How can we deal with evolving family life cycle in this family, with thresholds marked by the entering into adolescence of the older offspring? and (g) How can we maintain a balance between our role as a professional seeder of ideas with germination potential, and that of a therapist-or physicians, or other health workers-as witness of changes that are (already) taking place?
While some of these theoretical issues will be discussed at the end, I will leave many others just as guides for the readers, hoping that they may trigger some musing distilled from their own experience while reading the transcript.
Presentation of the family and of the consultation
Rashid, the 16-year old eldest son of the family C., a family originally from Morocco that migrated to Belgium 12 years before, appeared with multiple bruises in the local public school where he attends. The director of the school called him to his office and explored the causes of those contusions. Rashid informed that they were the result of a major beating that he received, one of the many that constituted the habitual disciplinary method used by his father. The director, following prescribed procedure, requested the immediate intervention by the local juvenile court authority, and the boy was placed in a public shelter for battered minors. His parents were in turn summoned and, as a condition for eventual reintegration of the minor to his home, the family was referred to a local mental health center for conjoint family treatment. The twoperson therapeutic team for this family described it as including many children, all very well behaved, a marginal mother, generally silent and smiling, and a father who kept everybody under his iron-fisted control. Further, the therapists were frustrated because of the impervious nature of the father's hegemonic style, which seemed to display expressions of agreement if not of submission to the therapists' recommendations but managed not to follow any suggestions.
The therapists described their futile efforts at improving communication by trying to make the family members speak with one another. Disheartened by their sense of lack of change, the therapists volunteered the family for a consultation with me, taking advantage of the fact that I was visiting their city to lead a workshop on family therapy. When I explored with the therapists what was their expectation of me, they expressed their wish to be guided on how to speak with this family without becoming infuriated with the father and, broadly speaking, find a silver lining in the cloud of their own sense of hopelessness. They also mention, almost as an aside, another area of concern: several of the siblings of this family were hallucinating, a situation that they have been avoiding dealing with; however, they were interested in a psychiatrist's view of all this, as they were pondering the need for a referral to explore the use of neuroleptic medication.
After expressing my appreciation to them for having brought the family, I relayed back my understanding of their expectations to assure a consensus for the focus of the consultation, and asked how they framed this consultation to the family. They state that they had informed them that a visiting expert was coming to the agency for consultations and they wanted to benefit from my opinion about the progress of the therapy. I invited the team to join us in the interview room and to participate freely during the interview. They answered that they would be happy to sit in but they would prefer to see me work rather than to talk much. I agreed.
The interview
The therapists introduce me to the family in the hallway. I greet them one to one and invite them in. They enter, in order, father, youngest Mother: My mother has 12, 7 alive and 5 dead (she has some added exchanges in Arabic with her husband, apparently continuing with the theme). T.: (to both) Have you thought of having more children? F.: No, with the 13 we have is enough. T.: Thirteen is a good number; it is a magical number.
I introduced the word "magical" inspired by the information provided by the therapists that in this family there were several children who have hallucinations, in preparation for possible reformulations.
F.: Good magic, I hope, because some type of magic may be problematic, magic may bring problems. T.: (I begin to address a question towards the child sitting to my left, but F. anticipates my move) F.: This is Karim. This (Rashid) is the oldest one, then Hassan, then Karim, then comes **** (names in Arabic that I do not understand), then Apria, then ****, then ****, then Emal, then Sounia, then Salema, and then ****. And the little one, two months old, stayed at home.
T.:
And by what logic did you decide which child to come and which to stay at home?
Some of my questions are addressed to the parental couple, some to the whole group, and some to a particular member. However, the father answered the majority of the questions. I do not interfere with this style, which I assume culturedriven, though occasionally I will simply repeat my question until the addressee answers.
F.: I only brought the people who have the problem, the problem of the phenomenon. Rashid has the phenomenon, Hassan has the phenomenon, Karim has the phenomenon, Apria has the phenomenon, Emal has the phenomenon, Sounia has the phenomenon and Salema has the phenomenon. But Rashid (pointing at him expressively) is the one with the big problem. T.: So the oldest son has the biggest problem. It sounds reasonable. And what is the problem or, rather, for whom is this problem a problem? F.: The problem began … (to the wife) when did we buy the house? (Short conversation in Arabic) …five years ago. After we bought the house there were no problems for five years, and suddenly the problem began. A dog appeared in the house. Rashid has seen the dog, Apria has seen the dog, Emal has seen the dog, Sounia has seen the dog, and Salema has seen the dog. Rashid: I had an experience in which I saw a woman with a knife wanting to attack me as well as the younger ones (an animated conversation in Arabic ensues, while I double-check with the translator as I wasn't sure whether they are referring to a factual dog or a vision of a dog.) T.: Was it like a ghost? R.: I woke up scared; there was a woman with hair made of worms or snakes that wanted to kill me with a knife. T.: Like a Medusa! Ah, it was something like nightmare! Was that woman in the same plot or fantasy that the dog?
"Ghost ", "nightmare ", "fantasy," as well as the previous word "magical", are introduced as alternative benign labels for what the therapists of this family seemed to have defined as possible psychiatric symptoms.
R.:
Yes, but it continued to appear later. When I want to sleep it reappears and does not want to disappear. Every time I want to sleep … T.: Aha, whenever you want to start sleeping it reappears! How unpleasant! R.: Yes, very unpleasant.
T.:
And what is the relationship between that nightmare and the one of the dog? R.: It happened in the same room in which I saw the black dog. And she (Apria) has also seen the black dog.
I notice that the label "nightmare" seems to becoming accepted and incorporated into the conversation.
T.: (To Apria): You also? Were you awake or asleep? Apria: I was awake, in the same room, at night. T.: Ah, it is a collective nightmare … but some of you see to have been awake during that time.
F.: I am going to explain it to you. He (Rashid) saw the woman. Apria saw a man and a dog. Sounia saw a man and a dog. Emal saw the dog and she covered her head, out of fear, with her bed sheets, and on the following day … she was normal the previous day, and when she woke up she was cross-eyed. T.: Oh, yes? F.: Yes, but now, after her surgery, she is fine again. T.: Oh! Did she have surgery? (I called Emal with a gesture, she approaches me confidently, I hold her head in a friendly gesture, look at her eyes, perform a quick exploration of convergence eye movements -i.e., ask her to look at my finger and slowly approach it to the bridge of her nose and back--, thank her, and send her back to her seat.) 
F.:
One year later Sounia also saw the dog and she also became cross-eyed. She also had to have surgery. The same thing happened to this one (Apria) after the phenomenon occurred to her. T.: (to Apria): Really? Did you also see the dog and later had problems with your eyes? (To Rashid.) What about you? Didn't you have problems with your eyes after the dog visited you? R.: No, I did not have problems, but my vision has diminished. T.: (To Apria): And this happened to you after the dog visited you (with a gesture, I invite her to approach me, she does it, and I take her glasses off, examine her sight; she collaborates without mistrust.) Aha, it is the left eye. (She returns to hear place). F.: All four of them have the problem in their left eye. Last year, it happened to the youngest. I had risen for dawn prayers, and I found her with her head covered in a blanket. I asked her "What happened to you?" and she answered "I am scared, because I saw the dog under the wardrobe". Since then she always covers herself. I talked to a Muslim counselor about the problem of the phenomenon, and he recommended that I should read the Koran. I did it, every morning I read a bit of the Koran, and things are improving. There are walls in the house that make noise, cupboards that crack, but overall things are getting better. All of this has been happening during the last five years. T.: How do you explain all of that? F.: You see, before us, there was a disabled person living in that house, and he had a dog. T.: What about you? Do you have a dog in the house? F.: No, we don't have a dog. We Muslims cannot have dogs inside the house; only out, in the garden, because we say that when a dog enters the house, the angels cannot come in. Cats can be in the house, but dogs cannot.
T.: Aha, so you have to choose between dogs and angels. And who has not seen to the dog? F.: He (Hassan) has not seen it, he (Karim) has not seen it, and also ***, ****, and ***** who have not seen it either. 
Exploring the point of view of the different members of the family has a dually important function: not only does each one have a voice, but "positive" and "negative" are transformed into opinions instead of being intrinsic attributes of these dreams -in the best tradition of the effect of circular questions.
T.: I ask you because there are many people, not religious but scientific, who say that having the possibility of having dreams and even nightmares is very positive, it is like having a connection with our complex interior world. Moreover, there are people who interpret dreams so they can read the inner conflicts, that type of things.
"Dreaming is good" is an affirmation that includes a good part of what we are discussing, though with another sign.
F.: Yes, yes, yes. I understand it very well, but for us it is the opposite thing. Among us, in Morocco, there are good phenomena and bad phenomena. But the boys have not had good phenomena. For example this one (Rashid), until he had the phenomenon he was fine he was good, kind, communicative, serious, he had the character of a 40 year old person, he was taking care of his brothers and sisters, without problems, very well, magnificent, he was in first place. But, after the phenomenon, he was bad; he confronts everybody, he is nervous, contradicts everyone, gets angry, fights, and creates a real wall between him and myself. T.: However, if I understood it correctly, the last nightmare or dream that he described was a noble dream, he was taking care of his little siblings, he was kind. F.: Yes, yes, yes, but he continues with the barrier.
I continue fearlessly with my positive description.
T.: I believe this family is blessed with the special capacity of expressing many emotions in the world of dreams. (Silence) And maybe an activity that you might turn out to find useful would be to gather together everybody every morning to tell each other your dreams and compare one another's dream. Since we moved into this house we share a bedroom with my brothers, and I always have the same dream, the one I told you, in a very long corridor, always the same one. I wake up and continue seeing the appearance of the devil, it looks at me, it wants to attack my brothers, I defend them, and it is always the same dream.
After locating everyone as part of the same group, that of the dreamers, I suggest a concrete experience in the world of the imaginary, to continue -in another level-the decontamination of the experience of the nightmares.

T.: Did you tell someone about this dream?
Rashid: No, I really didn't tell it to anybody. T.: Well, I believe that, to complement the readings of the Koran, the idea of talking about the dreams may deserve consideration, because the world of the dreams is a rich world. There are people who never remember their dreams. I have several children, not as many as you but several. Two of them never remember their dreams; even when they have a nightmare they wake up and forget the content! And that they do not remember their dreams makes me very sad. It is like a loss of… collective capital. And, aside, in the world of dreams there is no authority: nobody can say: "You must dream this way, or that way ". F.: (Quite enthusiastic) Among us, Ber Bahab says: "Dreams are to be studied ". One learns much from dreams. T. (To F.): The dreams cause harm only when one conceals them, isn't it so? When they are shared, it is good for everyone. The toughest dreams are softened when one tells them. (Silence.) Ma'am, you, to my understanding, is one of those that do not have intense dreams. But the division must not be so sharp. I imagine that you also have dreams, isn't that true? (Silence, they look at each other.) T.: Aha, so there is a sector of the family that is more magical, and another one that is more concrete and realistic. F.: I, for example, when someone is going to die, I dream it, and in the morning I say to my wife "There is someone who is packing his bag to go on a long trip", like that, in jest. T.: After you, who is the person with the longest history of powerful dreams and with dreams that have negative aspects? After you, who is the second person in the family that has this type of virtue, this quality?
This question -one of order or sequence, also in the tradition of circular questions--prepares for exploring the reintroduction of the theme of Rashid as second to his father. As not infrequent in this interview, a surprise awaits me.
F.: I believe it is my brother. T.: And in this family? F.: I don't think anybody.
I do not have other option but introduce the idea myself.
T.: What about him? (Rashid). F.: But he has bad dreams, nightmares. T.: They were not only bad dreams. R.: I also have good dreams.
T.:
This is what I am talking about. Do you tell your family your good dreams or only the nightmares? R.: No, only the nightmares. T. (To F.): That is why I have the impression that maybe Rashid is the second person after you who has this power, this virtue. F.: I also thought this about him before: he is the oldest one, he is the chief, and he is going to have the responsibility of the family, the one who directs the family, deals with the boys when we go out. He is the one that is the chief…but then he ended everything.
A new emotional climate and thematic tension is developing in the conversation: the voice tone of the father is more sadness that anger; however, he appears too offended with Rashid to accept my suggestion of including Rashid in the group he belongs to -that of the magic dreamers. I then try another formulating of all this.
T. (To Rashid): It seems to me that, for reasons that are not very clear to me, you talk only about the nightmares, about the negative dreams, and not about others. But you also have other dreams; you have good dreams, a rich interior life (Rashid: Yes, yes), like your father has. So, maybe "the problem of communication" is that you have been choosing for a while now not to open all the other dreams to the rest of the family, an opening that might show to your father that you are the second great dreamer. I have the impression that you have chosen for a while not to be the successor.
I collapse with this comment the theme of dreams and the issues of family hierarchy -and of obedience to cultural mandates of submission to the expectation of responsibility in the family order--that the father mentioned as source of resentment.
F.: It is like that, exactly, it is like that.
To have defined the position of Rashid as volitional ("… you have chosen…") seems to have made acceptable the formulation.
T.:
At what age did you choose, temporarily, not to be your father's successor?
Notice the incorporation of the word "temporarily" (and, T.: Maybe at the age of 12 it is a very heavy load (F. helps me providing me in French with the word "heavy") to be the successor, the chief of the family. At that age, one wants to play. F.: It is just.
T.: Not only is it just but maybe also reasonable. "I want to play, and not be in charge of the house." It is a decision that has had complicated effects, because it left a hole in the family. (A silence ensues.) Is there someone who has occupied that place of number 2? F.: It is Hassan. T.: You are Hassan, yes? Hassan: Yes. T.: Now, if your brother would decide to recapture this position … If Rashid would tell you "Ok, I decided to finish my strike of 5 years" … (Now to Rashid.) If you would choose to finish your strike, do you think it could be difficult for your brother to give up his current position of power, or maybe, I don't know, perhaps to share it?
"Sharing" is a very tentative idea that I floated around, since I do even not know whether it is culturally applicable.
R:
Yes, I think so, but I do not want to do it (i.e., to re-claim the duties of the firstborn male) now. T.: Yes, yes, indeed, this is only a hypothetical question. And you (Hassan), what do you think? If your brother would decide to claim his position as your father's second in command, would it be difficult for you? H.: For me it is the same, if my father wants it. F.: But I would not accept it. I would not agree to share it. T.: You are angry or offended (I stated this with a voice tone of tenderness and understanding). F.: Not offended, but it is he (Rashid) who has to make the effort to share it. T.: What you say is very wise, because unless he wants it and makes the effort, it would be an uneven share of the burden. he", I underline "to share," in T.: Very wise certainly. It may be a way of avoiding the excessive weight of the whole responsibility on one person's shoulder, in addition to allowing you to welcome once more a son that you miss.
Though the focus of the father is in " it is
The introduction of the emotion "to miss" is not questioned by the father.
F.:
Because now it is he (Hassan) who has the power and the responsibility of the house. T. (To Rashid): So it is up to a point your choice to decide whether to open this other, more tender, part of you -your good dreams--and reconnect with the family without having to overburden yourself. But let it be clear, as with many other changes in life, if you decide to finish your strike, it would be very important that you do it very slowly, perhaps just by beginning to describe also -as you did here-your noble dreams. Because I believe your father values very much this virtue of having access to the most creative aspects of the dreams. Maybe you, ma'am, might help your son in this process (exchange in Arabic between father and mother).
It seems abundantly clear to me that "good dreams ", a positive attitude from Rashid, and his re-incorporation to a certain "natural order" of the family and the emotional welcome of the father have become all related subjects.
Yes, but he has cut the communication also with her, not only with me. He is like a foreigner with everybody.
I ponder: is Rashid a representative of the culture of the adopted country? Are we involved in a Levi-Straussian equation in which Rashid is for the rest of the family what the family is for Belgium?
T.: I understand it. But, a moment ago, I asked your son and he said to me that he was interested in opening this part of the world of the dreams. If this is the case (to Rashid), I am inviting your mother to be the one who can entice you to open up. (F. seems to be translating word by word to his wife what I say). But you have established a precedent of 5 years of strikes, and it is not easy to shift ---or for others to accept--a different behavior. F.: We can try.
I decide to anchor the affirmation of the father, said with a tone of doubt but in a thoughtful and conciliatory tone, while looking at Rashid.
T. (To the whole family) We will stop here. This has been a very rich conversation. (And to the family's therapists, until then silent) I would appreciate very much if you could send me a letter in two or three months so I could know if these ideas have been useful for this family. This family has a special virtue, the capacity to connect with the magical inner world. This is important and valuable, even if it risks connecting with negative experiences. F.: Among us, the Muslims, the Koran says that it is necessary to accept the good things and the bad things, the phenomena exist. T.: I hope that my suggestions have been harmonic with the Koran. F.: All the sacred books are wise, and have similar ideas, the Bible, the Talmud, and the Koran. In Morocco, there are Jewish doctors who give medicines to the Muslims and read the Torah to them. T. (Smiling): And there are family therapists who fulfill also these functions.
(The Belgian co-therapists make a closing speech, expressing their appreciation to the family and to me for our participation. We all stand up and greet each other formally and affectionately.) F.: (While shaking hands with the therapists and with me) In dreams problems appear and within dreams solutions also appear. T.: Wise once again.
(The family leaves)
Some elements for a discussion of this interview
This material could be utilized it as a platform to exchange ideas about universal issues of our daily clinical practice, such as tensions intrinsic to the family's evolutionary cycle, issues of gender-expressed in different ways in different subcultures-and, the potential clash between the bio-psycho-social and the medical models 5 , and, in general terms, the vicissitudes of the healing process. It could also be discussed in terms of problems of cross-cultural adaptation in families that have transferred from one cultural context to another and issues that arise when families who consult us come from cultures with which we may not be very familiar.
A central topic to any consideration of this interview is acculturation. In fact, this family not only has migrated but it has done so into a culture that is very discontinuous to theirs. This is reflected in a transparent way during the interview: a family with extreme internal cohesion, with a very authoritarian centralized structure, clear borders that establish an implicitly and explicitly distinction between "in" and "out", "we" and "others". The dearth of outside (exo-cultural) connections makes the isolation of the wife-mother in this family is particularly dramatic: she is triply alienated, by the trans-cultural distance between her immediate family and milieu and her extended social environment, by the contrasting role of women between both culture, and by her lack of knowledge of the dominant language in that country -probably cause and result of the other two variables-. In fact, had I not been informed otherwise in advance, 5 While I kept in mind the therapists' concern about "hallucinations," the collective nature of those experiences as well as their clearly traits as parasomnia made me consider unnecessary to explore further clinically those manifestations. An interesting question may be posed, however: What would have happened if what called the school's attention -or that of their family physician--would have been the "pheonomenon", and they would have convinced the family to consult a bio-medicallyoriented psychiatrist? Out of context, these visions may have been considered either night terrors or actual hallucinations of a schizotypal disoredr, and perhaps medicated accordingly. A whole different destiny would have ensued then -perhaps Rashid's behavior would have been "explained" by the diagnosis and that explanation reconfirmed by the use of medication, perhaps his schooling (and his problemgenerating socialization into the new culture) would have been thwarted with that argument, perhaps... good part of their social behaviors and external appearances would have made me believe that they had immigrated a couple of months, rather than twelve years, ago.
As mentioned above, in most immigrant families who cross cultural and language barriers, children and adolescents are the vehicle of entry into the new culture. It could be reasonably hypothesized that, in this family, the older offspring -the first who has been also socialized in the schools of the country of adoption-must have been the prime importer of the new norms and mores into the family, and that role may have strongly determined the collective process leading to his disaffiliation to the family's cultural tradition and the multi-layered family crisis it entailed.
The intervention of the regional Social Services agency triggered by signs of the father's violent behavior against the son, and the subsequent removal of the son from the family household by the judicial authority may be defined as harsh acculturation by default, as it conveys the message: "In this country (Belgium) physical violence with children is not allowed ". And the father behaved as submissive to the authorities of the country of adoption (represented, among others, but the therapists themselves, as the therapy is mandated and not sought) but was reluctant to accept any suggestion entailing change in what it was for them a culturally consonant authoritarian family structure and communication, 6 to the dismay of the therapists.
The course of this interview portrays, microcosmically, a two-way process of acculturation. First, my position of active ignorance and of adaptive respect to their culture-informed behavior educated me about some cultural assumptions and the style of the family, to which I broadly speaking yielded. This stance allowed me to progressively become a legitimate interlocutor of the stories offered by the family and a credible, reliable source of comments. 7 In turn, this allowed me to introduce, progressively and in a not non-abrasive way, comments and interactive behaviors that may have challenged some of their cultural assumptions -as they were, in fact, imports from the "new" culture--, that were accepted, or at least not openly rejected by the father, as spokesperson for the old culture or by the family as a whole. Among them may be listed: the recognition of the difficulty of the role of " son number one ", the idea of sharing
